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Poinsettias - Droopy Bracts
2

P. Allen Hammer and Terri Kirk

For the last several years, we have received complaints from re
tailers and growers about droopy bracts on poinsettias (particularly
the newer cultivars) after delivery to the retail shop.^ The general
answer has been they were sleeved too long. A comment in the Gelger
News said Rutgers blamed ethylene gas given off by the plants in the
sleeves as the cause of bract droop on Supreme (1).

I have long suspected shipping temperature to be more of a pro
blem than plant sleeves. Growers have assured me that temperature
Is not the cause. However, how many actually measure temperature
in their trucks? Shanks (2) recommends a shipping temperature of
50-55°F. After moving some plants this year in a warm van with a
cold floor, we got tremendous bract droop on some cultivars. So we
conducted the following study:

Poinsettia plants in 6-inch clay pots were taken from the green
house (62-65° night; 70-75° day) and exposed to 50°F for varying
amounts of time (30-120 minutes) in a growth chamber with 2000 foot
candles of light. After removing the plants from the 50°F treatment
they were placed in a room at 70-75°F with 80-140 foot candles of
light. Photographs were taken at selected times to record the amount
of droop. Soil temperatures were also recorded.

Figure 1-3 shows the data for Supreme. We saw no droopy bracts
on Supreme with 30 minutes exposure to 50°F. However, at 60 minutes
exposure we observed no bract droop right after removing them from
50°, but some bract droop was apparent 2 hours after removing them.
The plants appeared normal after 3 days. Plants exposed to 50 for
120 minutes show some bract droop upon removing them from the cool
temperature. Severe bract droop was observed 2 hours after removing
them from 50°. The plants had not fully recovered after 3 days.

Lady, which was the most responsive (Table 1) of the cultivars
tested showed severe bract droop after 90 minutes exposure to 50 F.
Figure 2. If we insulated the pot, we saw no bract droop after ex
posure to 50°F for 120 minutes Figures k and 5-

thanks to Paul Ecke Poinsettias, Encinitas, California for supplying
the plants for study.

Assistant Professor and Floriculture Research Technician, Purdue
Universi ty.



Correct Botanical Name

Tagetes tenuifolia

Thunbergia gregori i

Tithonia rotundifolia

Trachymene coerulea

Verbena x hybrida

Viola x wittrockiana

Zinnia angustifolia

Zinnia haageana
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Common Name

Signet Marigold

Orange Lantern Vine Thunbergia gibsonii

Mexican Sunflower Tithonia speciosa

Blue Lace Flower

Garden Verbena

Garden Pansy

Classic Zinnia

Mexican Zinnia

Cockroaches in the Greenhouse

John M. Owens

Incorrect Name

Tagetes signata

Didiscus coeruleus

Verbena x hortensis

Viola tricolor var.

hortensis

Zinnea 1inearis

Zinnia angustifolia,
Z. mexicana

Cockroaches or water bugs are not generally considered to be pests
in the greenhouse. However they are probably present, and often in
large numbers, in every working greenhouse in the U.S. While most of
the 55 cockroach species which occur in this country are not able to
successfully establish themselves in the greenhouse, there are five or
six species which can be of concern to the greenhouse operator.

In terms of their feeding behavior, cockroaches are generally con
sidered to be scavengers and are not usually found feeding on living
plant material. They can be attracted to very young, succulent plants
or to old, dead or dying plant leaves which are close to the soil sur
face, and may then browse upon these potential food sources. Any dead
plant or animal material which is left around in the greenhouse can be
expected to encourage cockroach populations.

Much apart from the rare possibility that cockroaches could feed
upon floricultural crops, they are just plain offensive to greenhouse
personnel and, most importantly, to the customer. Their mere presence
in employee work or locker room areas and showrooms can be cause for

Graduate Assistant, Department of Entomology, Purdue University
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concern. Further, whe* cockroach populations are high in the green
house and in adjacent structures, the possibility that some roaches
might be sent along with the customer's purchase to later appear in
his or her home becomes quite likely.

Those cockroach species which do occur in the greenhouse are
generally quite well adapted for infesting households, so the green
house operation can be a source of infestation for the homes of workers
and customers. Finally, besides their offensive appearance and odors,
cockroaches are very commonly associated with conditions of filth. Re
cent research results have shown, that they can and do carry some of the
less severe disease - producing organisms on their bodies which they
can vector to humans. Included are organisms which cause food poisoning,
dysentery, diarrhea and other gastrointestinal illnesses. For all of
these reasons, the greenhouse operator should be aware of the likely
presence of cockroaches in his facilities and consider some sanitation
and other control measures which will help to minimize the problem.

Most people are familiar with the general size and shape of cock
roaches. They are small to large in size (up to li inches long) and
generally medium to dark brown in color. They have very flat, oval
bodies and rather long spiny legs. A shield-like structure called
the pronotum generally extends out above the head, which gives rise
to rather long, thin antennae (feelers). Their general body shape
enables them to squeeze Into very small cracks and crevices, where
they prefer to spend the daytime hours while not foraging. It is
therefore very difficult to seal off their hiding places. Their long
legs allow them to rur, quite rapidly over most surfaces and enable them
to range over considerable distances within the greenhouse. All of the
cockroach species found in greenhouses are basically nocturnal, meaning
that they are generally active and foraging for food only at night. How
ever, they can sometimes be seen during the daytime, especially under
conditions of food or water stress or when heavy populations build up.
In any structure roach populations are generally heaviest around any
sources of food, water, heat or harsorage. These favorable conditions
usually abound in the greenhouse, a fact which makes them so common in
this situation. Some san.tation and ".u^Itat removal" procedures which
can help to reduce problems in zr.e gre^ .r.ouse will be discussed later.

Cockroaches display what entomc.ogists call a gradual .-riccamorphosis
or life cycle. Unlike the moths or cutter "lies (and other groups) they
do not have a re. uIng stace known as che pupa or cocoon. The adult female
roaci lays her i ggs In a smail [\/l inch long or iess) purse-like struc
ture, called an cotheca wnich conta Ins up tc Z~ or so eggs ^.-ranged in
ewe rows (Figure 1). This egg case or o'dir.eca often has a distinct,
characteristic keel-like ridge along :re nop edge. Soon after the newly J
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hatched roaches (nymphs) emerge from the egg case they begin to feed and
grow, developing through several immature stages or instars. Each instar
is followed by a short molting period, during which they shed their skin
or exoskeleton allowing them to increase in size. The final molt results
in the emergence of the adult stage with wings (if present) and the full
complement of necessary sexual structures (genitalia). All reproduction
is sexual. The life cycle from egg to adult takes anywhere from two to
several months or more than a year, depending upon the species involved
and environmental factors such as food availability, temperature and
moisture conditions. The adult insect can easily live a year or more.
Year-round cockroach development can be expected to proceed at optimal
rates in greenhouses, as all the necessary requisites of food, water,
temperature and harborage are present at near ideal levels.

Cockroach species which can be found in the greenhouse include the
American, Oriental, Australian, Smoky Brown, Brown and the German cock
roaches. The German cockroach is the smallest and most prolific of these
species, being more commonly found in areas of intense human activity.
These areas would include employee locker room areas, washroom areas, any
food handling or dining areas, and the greenhouse showroom. The other
species are larger to much larger in size (as adults) than the German
roach and they are more likely to be found in the greenhouse proper. They
can become generally distributed throughout the facility however. Further
descriptions of the various species will not be attempted, the reader is
directed to the attached pictorial key for purposes of species identi
fication.

Successful cockroach control cannot be expected in greenhouses
unless considerable attention is first paid to certain principles of
sanitation. Effective sanitation procedures are directed toward re
ducing or eliminating food and water sources and areas of harborage. In
the greenhouse itself, frequent removal of all weeds, trash and dead plant
material is very important. Also, steps should be taken to insure adequate
and rapid water drainage below greenhouse benches. Regardless of where
they are stored, pots and flats represent an ideal harborage situation for
roaches. Storage below greenhouse benches should be avoided however, as the
frequent drenchings with irrigation water will further encourage cockroach
and other pest populations. A separate storage area is desirable and
should be kept as clean and dry as possible. Roaches are also very commonly
attracted to any water, sewer or other drain pipes. All junctions between
these fixtures and walls, floors or other structural surfaces should be
sealed as tightly as possible. Strict attention must be paid to sanitation
in any other work or showroom areas which are part of the greenhouse op
eration. In terms of general cleaning (i.e. sweeping, mopping, etc.) and
trash removal procedures, you can not be too thorough. There are also
some tips on building and equipment design which can aid a cockroach con
trol program. Once again, the general philosophy here is to reduce cock
roach harborage areas by designing or remodeling structures and equipment
to eliminate accessible cracks, crevices or internal void areas. For Instance,
the common use of galvanized iron pipes in constructing support structures for

greenhouse benches can offer almost unlimited harborage for cockroaches.
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Special cap fittings should be threaded onto the ends of all these pipes,
and any other fittings used in the construction (e.g. T-fittings and
footings) should be sealed with caulking compound to prevent cockroach
access. All interior door and window moldings should form a tight seal
with their substrate, or be eliminated.

Greenhouses are such favorable environments for cockroaches that

even the most rigorous sanitation program will probably have to be sup
plemented by chemical control methods. This may be especially true for
those non-production areas where the presence of cockroaches will be
particularly undesirable to employees and customers. Greenhouses
which double as retailing areas, where customers are free to browse
and inspect plant materials, may also require this extra measure of control.
In those areas (excluding any human food handling areas) general spray
applications of Diazinon, Dursban, Baygon or Ficam' can be made to areas
where the roaches are likely to occur. Specifically, the insecticide
should be applied into cockroach harborage areas (cracks, crevices,
under door moldings, etc.) or along baseboards and other surfaces across
which roaches frequently travel. Water is the preferred diluent for
these applications. Be sure not to allow any of these spray formulations
to contact greenhouse plant material. At times it may be necessary to
use specialized application equipment to put the insecticide into those
areas where it will do the most good, in this case, a competent pest
control operator might be retained. If cockroach problems arise in any
employee kitchen, dining or food storage areas, insecticide applications
should only be made by a certified pest control operator as there are
many regulations and liabilities for such situations.

Residual insecticide spray applications are frequently augmented
by use of flushing agents to get better overall cockroach control. A
cockroach "clean-out" treatment in thfi greenhouse situation would there
fore Include a space spray type of sei osol (ULV or "Total Release" aerosol)
or a localized aerosol spray car, application of synergized pyrethrins (or
DDVP) into the many cockroach harborage areas present. This treatment is
designed to flush the roaches out: of their harborage areas, so that they
will be more likely to pick up a lethal dose from the residual insecticide
previously laid down as a thorough, general application. When space spray
applications arc used, trey sr.ouid be initiated in the early evening hours
so that the greenhouse car r.e closed down (all ventilation sources sealed)
overnight to cortain the very small aerosol spray particles. In the
greenhouse be sure to use aerosol space spray formulations which are non-
phytoiioxi c.

'Trade names an used for convenience arc ciarity only, no endorser :^nt
is intended.

J
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In the greenhouse itself, heavy reliance should be placed on the
various sanitation measures previously discussed. Any type of spray
application under benches, along the floor-wall junctions, or into
other harborage areas cannot be expected to give mere than very
temporary control. The frequent watering and splashing which occurs
as a normal part of greenhouse operations will usually wash away effec
tive insecticide reslcues in short order. If troublesome cockroach
populations persist despite reasonable sanitation procedures and oc
casional use of residual insecticides, thorough cockroach baiting
programs should offer the best possibility of sustained relief. Baits
must be placed in or near cockroach harborage and travel areas (i.e.
in corners and along baseboards) and they must be kept dry at all times.
These requirements will restrict those areas where baits can be effect
ively placed in the greenhouse. Also, baits cannot be effective where
outside food sources compete heavily for cockroach attention. Proper
baiting procedure calls for placement of small amounts in shallow, open,
waterproof containers and spacing these bait stations at frequent inter
vals so they can compete effectively with other food sources. Effective
cockroach baits which contain Baygon as the active ingredient are available.



Figure 1: Oothecoe or egg capsules of some more common cockroach species
1/4-1/3 inches in length, or more.

Pennsylvania Woods Roach

German Cockroach

Brown-banded Cockroach

)

Actual sizes vary between

American Cockroach

Oriental Cockroach

Smoky Brown Cockroach



PICTORIAL KEY TO SOME COMMON ADULT COCKROACHES

SMALL,ABOUT 5/8" OR SHORTER MEDIUM TO LARGE, LONGER THAN 5/8 INCH

PRONOTUM WITH

2 LONGITUDINAL
BLACK BARS

GERMAN COCKROACH
(Blaltella germanica)

WINGS COVERING ABOUT HALF

OF ABDOMEN PRONOTUM
ABOUT 1/4 INCH WIDE

PRONOTUM WITHOUT

LONGITUDINAL
BLACK BARS

WINGS COVERING NEARLY ALL
OF ABDOMEN OR EXTENDING

BEYOND. PRONOTUM NARROWER

WINGS ABSENT,
OR SHORTER

THAN ABDOMEN

WINGS ABSENT WINGS SHORTER
THAN ABDOMEN

ORIENTAL COCKROACH

(Blatta orienta lis)

i— MALE

WINGS COVERING

ABDOMEN, OFTEN
EXTENDING BEYOND

PRONOTUM MORE

THAN 1/4 INCH WIDE

PRONOTUM ABOUT

1/4 INCH WIDE
WITH PALE BORDER

WOOD ROACH

(Parcoblotto spp.)

FEMALE —

WOOD ROACH
(Parcoblatta spp.)

PREPARED BY
H. D PRATT

DEPARTMENT OF
HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
COMMUNICABLE DISEASE CENTER

ATLANTA, GEORGIA
OCTOBER, 1953

J.

BROWN-BANDED COCKROACH
(Supella supellectilium)

FRONT WING WITHOUT PALE

STREAK. PRONOTUM SOLID
COLOR, OR WITH PALE DESIGN

ONLY MODERATELY CONSPICUOUS

PRONOTUM SOLID DARK COLOR.
GENERAL COLOR VERY OARK

BROWN TO BLACK.

PRONOTUM USUALLY WITH SOME

PALE AREA. GENERAL COLOR SELDOM
DARKER THAN REDDISH CHESTNUT

C^rtT)

SMOKY BROWN COCKROACH

(Periplaneta fuliginosa)

LAST SEGMENT OF

CERCUS NOT TWICE

AS LONG AS WIDE

BROWN COCKROACH

(Periplaneta brunnea)

J

LAST SEGMENT OF

CERCUS TWICE AS
LONG AS WIDE

AMERICAN COCKROACH
(Periplaneta americana)

FRONT WING WITH OUTER
PALE STREAK AT BASE.

PRONOTUM STRIKINGLY MARKED

\ PALE
\ STREAK

AUSTRALIAN COCKROACH
(Periplaneta australasiae)

J
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The Way I See It

An organizational meeting for a Central Indiana Greenhouse
Grower's Association will be held March 14 at 7:30 pm at Heidenreich
Greenhouse, 502 East National Ave, Indianapolis. The greenhouse is
just East of Ayr-Way South Shopping Center. An informative program
will also be presented. Contact John Phillips, Area Horticulturist
(317) 633-3210 for additional details.

I would like to personally thank all who attended the Purdue
Floriculture Conference this year. Our attendance was half the
numbers that attended last year. Your comments concerning the
conference are encouraged. Our speakers did an outstanding job.
Special thanks to the following for providing flowers for the
conference:

Broadview Florists, Ft. Wayne
Dautz Floral Shop, Ft. Wayne
Hill's Roses, Richmond
North Manchester Greenhouses, North Manchester
Sandpoint Greenhouses, Ft. Wayne

The winter of 77 is one we will long remember, particularly
in the greenhouse industry. Your fuel costs this winter will signi
ficantly increase production cost, probably more than you can pass
on in one year. But you can help yourself by reducing other pro
duction costs. We cannot afford mistakes this spring. They add to
your cost of production.

I would encourage each of you to take a long hard look at your
overall costs and "plug-up the holes." We can look at the lesson of
this winter as an opportunity to improve our industry. We don't need
the attitude of "florist's products will be so expensive this spring
no one can afford them." That attitude and very poor reporting hurt
roses at Valentine's day. We had the best crop in Indiana we have had
in many years. Prices on the wholesale level were not increased to the
extent reported in many newspapers.

We must do everything we can ~o educate the consumer to the great
value they are receiving in their floral purchases. We must also keep
in mind that we must provide value and service at the cheapest cost but
still make a fair profit on the risk and investment.


